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ACCELERATING THE AI-FIRST 
JOURNEY FOR YOUR ENTERPRISE

Organizations in the insurance industry have recently 
been severely targeted by threat actors due to the 
huge volume of personally identifiable information 
and sensitive customer financial data. To date, more 
than 100 million users have had their personally 
identifiable information compromised in this sector, 
making cybersecurity an utmost priority.

MS Amlin is a leading insurer and reinsurer and is part 
of the global top-10 insurance group MS&AD, with 
three main legal entities’ operating in the Lloyd’s, UK, 
Continental European and Bermudian markets. With a 
300-year record, MS Amlin delivers quality service for 
businesses facing the most complex and demanding 
risks. Their areas of operation are mostly property & 
casualty, marine and reinsurance markets.

MS Amlin has chosen Infosys as their cybersecurity 
service provider to ensure comprehensive 
security services powered by cognitive next-gen 
security operations.

Infosys offers enterprise-wide security controls 
to secure MS Amlin’s IT estate, including identity 
protection, network security, workplace and workload 

security, vulnerability management and governance, 
along with risk and compliance management. The 
platform-centric approach for security tools and 
controls are embedded with cognitive AI-modeled 
use cases and playbooks for advanced threat 
detection and response.

Identity is now a crucial aspect of cybersecurity; 
if compromised, it can trigger many lethal server 
attacks. Infosys has, for MS Amlin, mitigated the risk of 
identify management by implementing SSO – single 
sign-on and reconciliation of privileged accounts. 
Infosys has also helped implement multi-factor 
authentication and privilege access management 
with industry-leading and best-of-breed products 
and solutions.

Network detection and response has also been 
operationalized for MS Amlin to get deep and 
detailed insights on the anomalies in their 
environment. 

Working in collaboration with MS Amlin, Infosys has 
been able to protect the business from evolving 
threats and elevate their security posture.

MS AMLIN: INSIGHTS TO NAVIGATE FROM RISK MANAGEMENT 
TO STRATEGIC RESILIENCE

“Modern enterprises, with their digital footprint growing beyond 
traditional perimeters, are becoming soft targets for cybersecurity 
attacks. To be risk-resilient, enterprises must embed security by 
design and embrace next-gen cognitive threat management 
solutions. MS Amlin and Infosys Cybersecurity are working 
collaboratively to establish next-gen security operations for 
threat monitoring and incident response orchestration based on 
AI hypothesis.”

Andy Hodgson 
CISO, MS Amlin
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